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I want to tell the story again  
JW

We thought that the text was the thing but in the end it was the 
bodies in space that spoke the most about what we carry 

SC 

Having no one to carry me, I learned to carry myself. 
JW 
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ATLAS (MYTHOLOGY)
FROM WIKIPEDIA, THE FREE ENCYCLOPEDIA

In Greek mythology, Atlas (/̍ ætləs/; Ancient Greek: Ἄτλας) was a Titan condemned to hold 
up the sky for eternity after the Titanomachy. Although associated with various places, 
he became commonly identified with the Atlas Mountains in northwest Africa (modern-
day Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia). 

Atlas was the son of the Titan Iapetus and the Oceanid Asia or Clymene. He had many 
children, mostly daughters, the Hesperides, the Hyades, the Pleiades, and the nymph 
Calypso who lived on the island Ogygia. According to the ancient Greek poet Hesiod, 
Atlas stood at the ends of the earth towards the west. 
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Stop thinking about what you could have said,

Stop thinking ‘Stop.’

Think forward but be present,

I’m imagining sounds and colours and light.

The only piece of excitement is what could be 
JV 
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ATLAS TRANSCRIPT & OTHER TEXT
Alex: (Sings) ‘Wenn Ich In Deine Augen Seh’ 

Lachlan: Look around you. Rock. Sand. Soil. Fruit trees. Roses. Spiders. Frogs. Fish. Cattle. 
Horses. Rainfall. Sunshine. You and me. In the beginning there was nothing, You could have 

thrown the whole universe at me and I could catch it in one hand. It was easy to bear.  
JW 

I lie awake at night and I dream, I dream of everything I want to become, everything I want 
to accomplish and what it will take to get there.  

JL
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Ben: I bent my back and braced my right leg, kneeling with my left. I 
bowed my head and raised my hands, palms up. A surrender.  
JW

This is what I know:
1. I know I control the person I want to be
2. I know that we are not defined by the shit things that happen to us
3. I know my struggle is my gift
4. I know that there are no absolutes
5. I know I can’t change the world
6. I know I can damn well try to
7. I know that I don’t know where home is anymore 
JL 
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Ruby: I know boundaries, always boundaries. I know humankind… 
They never could see it coming. I know my life is paced out… I can alter 
its shape but can’t get beyond it. I know my body is the world in little. 
I am the cosmos. I know the wall’s strength is not in the stones, but 
in the spaces between the stones. I know nothing… is heavy. I know 
what began as just cause, became just excuse. I know I was wrong. I 
know I was allowed to be my own punishment. I know none of it is in 
my control. I know this is my monstrous burden. Atlas. Atlas. Atlas. It 
means the long suffering one. Who can avoid what they must become?  
JW
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Hamish: When I was born my mother gave me away 
to a stranger. I had no say in that. It was her decision, my 
fate. Later, my adopted mother rejected me too and told 
me I was none of her, which was true. Having no one to 
carry me, I learned to carry myself. The past does not 
dissolve like a mirage. The future, though invisible, has 
weight. My girlfriend says I have an Atlas complex.  
JW

I’d like to think they’d be proud of me, that they’d meet 
me with open arms and a warm chair to sit and talk upon. 
PT 
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Kaya: (Sings in Anmatyerre language) ‘You Are My Sunshine’
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Lulu: This is what she carries. The weight of her family. She’s never seen 
a dead body before. Everyone tells her she looks like her mother but she 
thinks she must have gotten this face from you. She isn’t mad you weren’t 
there. She isn’t bitter you loved others more. She says you were quick, and 
cheeky, and kind. Then suddenly, she’s leaving. (Lulu wrote this) 

Alex: (Sings) ‘Wenn Ich In Deine Augen Seh’ 

Julia: 天⿊⿊⿊⿊ Ti O O 欲落⾬⾬ Bei Lo Hor 啊公不不在家+h gong bo di chu 

Camila: El sielo esta oscuro yo creo va a jover 

Julia: 这是我携带的 我住在澳⼤⼤利利亚已经有七年年了了。虽然我在这⾥⾥⾥住了了那
么久，但是我的⼼⼼还在新加坡。我很想念我家⼈⼈。你呢？ 

Camila: Mi Mama y Papa me projibieron a murir pór mis propias manos, y despues mi 
hermana sé tráto a swisidar. 

Mé requedro mi pápa gritando mé “No ló hare me niego a enterar a mi propria hija” 

 Julia: 你在讲有关你爸爸妈妈的事吗？听起来你⾮⾮常尊爱他们。我曾经听你说过你有个
姐姐，⽽⽽且她现在已经不不住在家⾥⾥⾥了了。我姐姐也⼀⼀样，她⼆⼆⼗⼗⼆⼆岁的时
候已经嫁给别⼈⼈，离开家了了。

Camila: Yo me siento muy culpable, yo con toda las opportunida, yo con todo 

el derecho a vivir úna vida completa tengo mi salud mi pais no esta en la gera y yo no me 
puedo sacar de la cama. 

No me siento que me ló maresco cuando mi familia en Venezuela sufren cada dia. 

No entiendo porque ellos meresen 

Esa mierda y yo meresco mi vida 

Julia: We coddiwomple between the place we call home, and the place we make a home. 
We cannot reconcile the points holding up that space, we can only dissolve into it
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Camila and Bryn: Atlas was silent. Bent under the world. 
Kicking the stars like stones. There it was in the palm of his 
hand, a little world complete unto itself. He felt an emotion 
he hardly recognised, he did not dare to name it.  
JW 

I read the stories, see the tone-deaf comments and the 
replies of people who cannot understand and don’t want to. 
In their world, ignorance is bliss. But I believe we need to 
continue to seek to understand. And when we understand, 
then, we can commit to valued action. That’s our duty.  
JL
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Hamish: Atlas looked round at the jigsaw of the earth. The pieces 
were continually cut and recut, but the picture stayed the same. 

Then Atlas had a strange thought. Why not put it down?  
JW 
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What drew me to want to make the work ATLAS originated with the 
German word Weltschmerz (meaning world-pain or world-weariness). 
I wanted to asked the question, in this day and age, how are we to bear the 
weight and responsibility of this contemporary life? Especially as we are 
faced with an increasingly conservative stance on so many issues: the rights 
of refugees, climate change and the cost of living, for example. Importantly 
I wanted to ask: how are the young to carry this weight? What do they 
think is the greatest burden and what is important to them as they move 
forward? Are they to be punished like ATLAS to hold up the cosmos for the 
crimes and attitudes that they have inherited? I wanted to ask them what 
do they carry? Specifically to them — to be able to speak their mind — and 
Weight, by the award-winning English writer Jeanette Winterson, seemed 
an excellent jumping-off point to start this conversation.

 “The ancients believed in Fate because they recognized how hard it is for 
anyone to change anything. The pull of past and future is so strong that the 
present is crushed by it. We lie helpless in the force of patterns inherited and 
patterns re-enacted by our own behaviour. The burden is intolerable.”  
WEIGHT: THE MYTH OF ATLAS AND HERACLES by JEANETTE WINTERSON
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It has been a moving experience to hear and be shown what is 
important to these incredible young people and what stories they 
want to tell as artists — in words, in action and as a provocation for 
change. The work, although inspired by the book Weight, definitely 
has its heart in their stories — of how they see family —  the ties that 
bind and the issues that influence them most as they navigate their 
lives… socially, politically and personally.

The process is devised (which can mean many things) but I believe 
it is creating a charged and explorative space for a conversation or a 
dialogue around the themes that take place which would not have 
happened without the coming together at that particular moment 
by those particular people. It is the space in between where great 
invention takes place — where people can participate, not via ego but 
through the desire to tell a shared story of the world.

For this process I started with a series of TASKS that the students 
were to complete before starting rehearsals around the theme of the 
work. E.g. for this work the students were not to use any throwaway 
packaging (no plastic, no takeaway cups etc.)  to see how much 
rubbish they carry in a week… or they were to create a response to 
this text: “This is what I carry…” Then bring these experiences into 
the room and start to build choreographies, writing and theatrical 
frames to explore these responses. 
SAMANTHA CHESTER
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IDEAS INSPIRING MOVEMENT 

I am in a change of attention

I am shaken in small parts

I return to somewhere deep to continue the movement

I am at once in resistance 

I am at once in acceptance

I have let go for a few seconds

I am leaning on the limits of myself

One hour to make a duo that accelerates in tempo

You must make your own folk dance

Make a trio;  
Where you want to belong

You try to belong

You fail to belong

You can’t belong

You need to belong

You refuse to belong
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I was told that they were young, much too 
young to be a eomma or appa (mother or 
father). Maybe it’s my fate to meet them, or 
maybe there’s an unstoppable force constantly 
separating us. I guess I’ll never know… 
PT 

You wanna make it big in a world of giants 
Somehow I think they’re pretty good liars 
Promising something that you’re never gonna 
reach 
But you gotta teach the kids we aren’t the 
bottom, right? 
That there’s some Disney dream that we can all 
aspire 
BC 

The world is at a tipping point. This is true 
for many issues we see today. We are in a 
moral compromise of living comfortably and 
ignorantly, compared to living actively and 
sustainably.  
JK

I know you’re scared to cry and I can’t seem to 
stop  
CPA

Everywhere we step there is a line in the sand.  
A fence.  
A border.  
A wall.  
An ocean.  
A checkpoint. 

We look at the map on the wall. Latitude lines, 
longitude lines. Little boxes criss-crossing 
across the globe. Areas of land hemmed in, 
confined, fenced. They’re not just lines on a 
map though, are they?  
LH 

White Australia has a black history  
Its pages are stained with endless crime 
Thousands stolen away to live in misery 
Countless lives broken time upon time 
ANON

Because they show a gap between the elite and 
the defeat   
I suppose I carry the whole world.  
Woe is me. Word.  
RM 

I carry this guilt. I carry a lie. I carry this 
future. I carry a silence that is filled up with 
a song that says everything I didn’t. I repeat. 
I replay. I want to tell the story again. Let me 
change it. Let me tell the story again.  
LH 
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Today, I saw a young girl drop everything she was carrying and hug a 
small plush-toy tiger, like it was her soul mate. 

This is what I carry, she is everything I love and loathe. 

Held onto it like she was consoling its evident lack of life. 

She is the strung-out rope tied to the morning star dangling hope in 
front of my face and tattooing the words to my eyes.

Her mother was trying to entice the girl away but to no avail and as all 
impatient parents do, she began to count. 3 2 1.

She reminds me that she is also gravity and she will make  
me work. 

The girl did not throw a tantrum. The girl did not ask if she could have 
it. The girl just held on to the tiger for those precious 3 seconds she had. 

She’s the second-hand shop where I stole my eyes, lips and most 
noticeably, my attitude from. We are one in the same but sometimes I 
don’t want to be the same as her. 

The girl whispered something in the tiger’s ears, gave it a gentle kiss 
and placed it back comfortably on the shelf.

She is the honest reflection of her mother and as stunning as my 
grandmother is, her actions weren’t always as comforting as her eyes. 

Kids don’t know how to carry everything. 

My mother has the hands of a God, tough enough to strike you down 
and warm enough to give you love. She is love. The toughest of it you 
will find, she is mine. 

They’re still learning how to carry.  
LS & KB
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CREW 
CONCEPT AND DIRECTION Samantha Chester
PRODUCTION MANAGER Emily Stokoe 
STAGE MANAGER Emily Stokoe
LIGHTING DESIGNER: Rhiannon Petersen 
SOUND DESIGNER: Samantha Chester 
MUSIC Mary Ocher & Melysendra Alverez
FOH MANAGERS: Bridget Smith & Matt Perrett

PERFORMERS & MAKERS 
Saskia Archer
Kyle Barrett
Justin Bell
Bryn Chapman-Parish
Benjamin Chapple
Alex Dilley
Lucinda Howes
Kaya Jarrett
Julia Kok
Jonathan Lagudi
Poppy Lynch
Ruby Maishman
Camila Ponte-Alvarez
Lachlan Stevenson
Peter Thurnwald
Jessica Veitch
Hamish White 
Mariama Whitton

THANK YOU 
Very special thanks to Trudy Dunn for her 
support and eye, Chris Isaccs for his wisdom, 
John Curtin College of the Arts and The Minderoo 
Foundation for making this show possible, Natalie 
Diggens and Moya Thomas at Mount Lawley 
Senior High School 

DOCUMENT DESIGN Rhys Morris
REHEARSAL IMAGES Bryn Chapman-Parish

JW = Jeanette Winterson excerpt from Weight

Weight
Copyright © Jeanette Winterson 2005 
Published by The Penguin Group
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